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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present an experimental study concerning
gestural embodiment of environmental sounds in a listening
context. The presented work is part of a project aiming at
modeling movement-sound relationships, with the end goal
of proposing novel approaches for designing musical instru-
ments and sounding objects. The experiment is based on
sound stimuli corresponding to “causal” and “non-causal”
sounds. It is divided into a performance phase and an in-
terview. The experiment is designed to investigate possible
correlation between the perception of the “causality” of en-
vironmental sounds and different gesture strategies for the
sound embodiment. In analogy with the perception of the
sounds’ causality, we propose to distinguish gestures that
“mimic” a sound’s cause and gestures that “trace” a sound’s
morphology following temporal sound characteristics. Re-
sults from the interviews show that, first, our causal sounds
database lead to consistent descriptions of the action at the
origin of the sound and participants mimic this action. Sec-
ond, non-causal sounds lead to inconsistent metaphoric de-
scriptions of the sound and participants make gestures fol-
lowing sound “contours”. Quantitatively, the results show
that gesture variability is higher for causal sounds that non-
causal sounds.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the context of music playing as well as music listening,
movements and actions related to musical stimuli can be
seen as the embodied manifestation of sound/music percep-
tion and cognition [14, 7]. In the cognitive neuroscience
literature, previous works have shown some evidences for
music embodiment in the auditory-motor systems interac-
tion during music performance (see [17] for a review). For
instance, people naturally tap the beat while listening to
a piece of music and often anticipate the rhythmic accents
[11, 12]. In [4], the authors investigate a more abstract
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relationship between body motion and music that is exam-
ining whether changes in musical parameters evoke corre-
sponding changes in listeners’ spatial and kinetic imagery.
In parallel, a need for a coherent typology of music-related
gestures or actions has emerged [2]. A movement reacting
to sonorous stimuli can be qualified as sound-accompanying
gestures [10], i.e. gestures that are not involved in the phys-
ical production of sound but rather are reflecting some im-
portant aspects in sounds.

Godøy et al. have conducted two experimental stud-
ies showing two sub-categories of sound-accompanying ges-
tures: gestures that mimic instrumental performances [9]
and sound-tracing gestures [8]. While the first study is con-
cerned by musical piece stimuli, the second involves a larger
set of sounds from musical instruments, electronic sounds
or environmental sounds (taken as concrete sounds in the
sense of Schaeffer [15]).

Through their explorative works, Godøy et al. have high-
lighted two interesting strategies in music embodiment: mim-
icking and tracing. However, they were studied indepen-
dently with two distinct experimental protocols. We believe
that both strategies constitute an important dichotomy in
gestural sound embodiment and precisely when considering
environmental sounds. To that extent, it seems pertinent
to considered them jointly. The experiment presented in
this paper aims to characterize both mimicking and tracing
strategies through an unique experimental protocol.

Computational characterization of these two strategies re-
lated to environmental sounds can be insightful for the de-
sign of virtual instruments and sound design tools. Mimick-
ing can be transcribed as the excitation of a specific physical
model while tracing can be transcribed as the instantaneous
mapping between gesture features and audio features. Both
strategies can lead to a wide range of applications for sonic
interaction design as well as future theoretic studies.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section aims
at placing our contribution in the state of the art. As far
as we know, very few works exist on characterization of em-
bodied listening of environmental sounds. Therefore, the
related work is focused on sound perception and listening
strategies. Our methodology is reported in section 3. This
is the starting point for our experimental study that is di-
vided into two steps. First we present the sound stimuli in
section 4 then we define an experimental protocol to evalu-
ate our hypothesis in section 5. Results are presented inside
of each section. Finally we conclude in section 6 giving some
ongoing short-term perspectives.
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2. RELATED WORKS
In environmental sound perception, Gaver in [5, 6] has pro-
posed the distinction between musical listening and every-
day listening. In musical listening the listener focuses on
acoustic qualities and other musical aspects of sound while
in everyday listening the listener focuses on causal aspects.
In the task of categorization of sounds, this suggests that
some people will consider as similar two sounds with the
same acoustic characteristics and others will consider as
similar two sounds with the same cause. Following these
previous studies, Lemaitre et al. in [13] have shown the
categorization of environmental sounds is influenced by the
listener’s expertise and the sound identification (i.e. if the
cause that has produced the sound is identifiable or not).
They showed that in categorization task, people will more
frequently base their choice on acoustic characteristics if the
identification of the cause is difficult (i.e. the causal uncer-
tainty is high). On the other hand, people will frequently
use the sound’s cause as categorization criterion if the causal
uncertainty is low.

Our contribution is to propose an experiment that anal-
yses how people embody musical or everyday listening of
environmental sounds. The methodology is exposed in the
next section.

3. HYPOTHESIS
Previous works [9, 8, 3] roughly depict two categories for
gesture embodiment of environmental sounds: gestures mim-
icking the action that has produced the sound and gestures
following (or tracing) the temporal evolution of the per-
ceived sound features. In the following we will use the terms
symbolic referring to the gestures from the first category and
morphologic referring to the gestures from the second cate-
gory. This terminology emphasizes the distinction between
the symbol and the shape. These two terms are not estab-
lished and a deeper discussion about their use is part of our
prospective works.

Consider the following experimental methodology. We
propose to consider causal sounds and to synthetically take
off the causality by an audio process (that roughly corre-
sponds to retain the global energy evolution whereas timbre
characteristics are flatten). Then we ask for people to as-
sociate gestures while listening these causal and non-causal
sounds.

The goal is to analyze the gesture and sound data to
explore the following hypothesis: causal sounds imply sym-
bolic gestures and non-causal sounds induce morphologic
gestures?

Sound Space

Gesture Space

Causal Non-Causal 

Symbolic Morphologic
Mimicking TracingEmbodiment

Object, Action Acoustic characteristicsListening

Scale from causal to non-causal

Scale from symbolic to morphologic

Figure 1: Scheme of the global working context of
the experimental study

4. SOUND SELECTION PROCEDURE
The sounds used in the study belong to a domestic con-
text (usual objects found in a kitchen), to ensure that the
sources of the sounds were likely to be known to all listen-
ers [13]. Each sound identification is calculated through the
causal uncertainty index (noted Hcu) [1, 13] that measures
the identification of the cause in terms of action and/or
object verbalized description. Each sound has a Hcu index
scaled between 0 (i.e. all the participants provided the same
description of the sound in terms of action or object) and
4.75 (all the participants provided a different description
in terms of action or object). However, the procedure of
measuring Hcu is very time-consuming and needs for a pre-
cise semantic analysis of verbalizations. Instead the authors
propose to measure the confidence in the identification by
an usual scale between 1 and 5.

1. “I don’t know at all”
2. “I am really not sure”
3. “I hesitate between several causes”
4. “I am almost sure”
5. “I perfectly identify the cause of the sound”

Lemaitre et al show that the resulting measure is corre-
lated to Hcu even if both measures do not provide exactly
the same information. From this previous study, we have
selected the ten most identified sounds (low Hcu) in the
kitchen sounds database in order to define a first corpus,
namely the “causal” sounds. Having the corpus of causal
sounds, we build a second corpus by applying an audio pro-
cess transforming the sounds taken from the first corpus.
We design a sound transformation that takes the original
causal sound and returns a sound with the same energy
evolution but having occulted some of the timbre aspects.
The transformation is convolution-based and is illustrated
by figure 2. In this figure, the reader can see that the tempo-
ral evolution of the mel cesptrum remained whereas timbre
characteristics of original sounds are flatten.

White Noise

Mel 
"Convolution"

Original Sound

Mel 
Decomposition

Audio

Figure 2: Scheme of the sound transformation used in

the pre-experiment. Original sound is analyzed accord-

ing Mel decomposition. Then, mel coefficient evolutions

are used to convolve with white noise. It results an audio

stream with the same energy distribution as the original

sound but without timbre.

The experiment accounted for 21 non-expert candidates
that have rated on a scale from 1 to 5 their confidence
in identifying the action that have produced the sounds.
Eleven candidates were assigned to the non-transformed
sound corpus and the other ten to the transformed one.
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The results can be seen on figure 3. The figure shows the
statistics for each sound. Plot on the left corresponds to the
original sounds. Plot on the right corresponds to the trans-
formed sounds. Black solid horizontal lines are the median
rate and boxes are illustrating the deviation between the
first and the third quartile. Black dashed lines are report-
ing min and max values.

The results show that for some sounds of the transformed
corpus the candidates are still confident in their identifica-
tion of the sound cause (e.g. sounds 1 and 2). However,
other sounds are efficiently non-identifiable (e.g. sounds
8 and 9). We select four sounds that represent the best
the effect of the audio transformation and having different
temporal profiles. The resulting corpus contains 8 sounds
corresponding to: NT 4, NT 6, NT 8, NT 9 and T 4, T 6,
T 8, T 9 (where NT=non-transformed and T=transformed)
corresponding to:

(4) glass impact
(6) pouring rice
(8) screwing a bottle cap
(9) squeezing a can

Median rates for the selected sounds are: 5 (NT4), 2.5 (T4);
5 (NT6), 3 (T6); 2.5 (NT8), 1.5 (T8); 4.5 (NT9), 1 (T9).

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
In this section we present the experimental protocol. Since
we have two corpuses, the same protocol is used for each
corpus and each candidate participates to the experiment
for only one of the two corpuses.

5.1 Method
5.1.1 Task

The task is presented as follows. “You must perform a ges-
ture associated to the sound you will listen to. Here “as-
sociated” means performing gestures that mimic the action
producing the sound or that follow temporal evolution of the
sound”. Two fixed examples for the different strategies that
can be adopted in the performance are illustrated by the
examiners. The strategies are explicitly told to the par-
ticipants to avoid participants to be lost when being faced
to such a non-usual experience. The experiment continues
with two phases: the performance and the interview.

5.1.2 Phase 1: Performance
Only one of the two corpuses is used per candidate. The
participants are asked to perform gestures synchronously to
the sound they are listening. For each sound of the corpus,
there are three sequential steps: training, selecting, vali-
dating. In the first step, the participant can listen to the
sound any number of times. Synchronously, any number
of rehearsals can be performed in order to find the gesture
that is, for the participant, well associated to the sound.
When the candidates feel confident, they select the associ-
ated gesture (so-called candidate gesture). The final step
is the validation of the candidate gesture. The participant
must perform three times exactly the same gesture. This
step validates that the candidate gesture is stabilized. The
whole performance phase is recorded by a video camera.

5.1.3 Phase 2: Interview
The interview is an auto-confrontation of the participants
with their performance [16]. Together with the participants
we sequentially visualize the videos corresponding to each
sound. Only the candidate gestures are watched (i.e. four
videos). For each candidate gesture we ask questions that
allow the participants to verbalize their action. First we
discuss what came spontaneously to their mind when they

first listened to the sound. Then we discuss the gesture
they performed (e.g. was it difficult to find the gesture?
what are the different steps in your gesture? etc.). Finally,
we discuss the relationships between the performed gesture
and the listened sound (e.g. did you try to be synchronous?
etc.).

The aim is to help the analysis of the data collected dur-
ing the experiment. Verbalization given by the participants
informs us on their intentions during the performance: for
instance if they tried to mimic a specific action or to follow
acoustic features; how they can describe the listened sound;
if they were comfortable with the interface etc.

5.1.4 Data collection
Participants. Twenty-two non-musician subjects partici-
pated to the experience, which took place at Ircam between
August and October 2010. In a mixed between-within de-
sign, two groups, of 11 subjects each, performed either on
the Non-Transformed, or on the Transformed sound corpus
stimuli. The experiment took approximately one hour, and
the participation was retributed with a nominal fee.

Material. The hand’s position was captured by tracking
on-hand placed markers with an ARTtrack motion capture
system at 100Hz sample rate. No other motion capture in-
terface was used during the experiment. The sound stimuli
were monophonic and had 16-bit resolution and a sampling
rate of 44.1kHz. A video camera recorded each performance.
Motion, audio and video were recorded synchronously at
each trial using the real time programming environment
Max/MSP.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Interviews: mimicking and tracing

First, we examine the interviews for participants having lis-
tened to the non-transformed corpus. Globally, the partic-
ipants do not succeed to describe the sounds’ characteris-
tics but rather describe the action that has produced the
sound. Sound descriptions show that gestures associated to
the sounds focus on the action in interaction with an object.
While they do not accurately describe the object, they are
more consistent on the actions. The terminology used to
describe each sound can be synthesized as: sound 1, to hit
(70%); sound 2, to pour (85%); sound 3, no clear terminol-
ogy to pull, to scrap, to push; sound 4, to squash (85%). The
gesture associated to the sounds corresponds to the action
described. Finally, all participants have imagined manipu-
lating an object while they were performing their gesture.

Second we examine the interviews for participants having
listened to the transformed corpus. It appears that the par-
ticipants have not precisely recognized an action or an ob-
ject. The cognitive representation associated to the sounds
is often metaphorical and with large variations across the
candidates. Gestures associated to the sounds are described
as representations of the corresponding metaphors. The
time evolution of the sound characteristics are often re-
ferred in the descriptions. To conclude, the interviews reveal
that the metaphor associated to a sound emanates from the
sound characteristics.

5.2.2 Performed gesture characterization
We are interested in analyzing the gesture variability for
each sound from each corpus: non-transformed and trans-
formed. We choose in a first step to take into account the
velocity, found in a previous study as one of the impor-
tant gesture parameter. Temporal evolution of sound and
sensation of energy in our body are linked by the gestural
representation of sound during the experiment. Considering
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Figure 3: Building corpus. Rates are given for each sound (from sound 1 to sound 10 either for causal sounds or

non-causal sounds). Plots depict statistics on resulting rates. Crosses are outliers. Black solid horizontal lines are

the median rate and gray boxes are illustrating density between first quartile and the third quartile. Black dashed

lines are reporting min and max values.

velocity allow us to be position and direction independent
as well as focusing on kinetic energy. A further detailed
analysis that consider other gesture parameters (like accel-
erations or jerks) is left as future work.

Figure 4 illustrates all the performances for each sound
from each corpus. Each plot represents from top to bottom:
The waveform for the non-transformed sound i; The candi-
date gestures associated to the non-transformed sound i by
all the participants: upper bound is the third quartile limit,
lower bound is the first quartile limit and the curve is the
median evolution; The corresponding transformed sound i;
The candidate gestures associated to the transformed sound
i by all the participants. Gesture variability is computed as
the mean and variance of the density range defined as the
upper bound minus the lower bound. Results are given in
table 1.

Sound #1 Sound #2 Sound #3 Sound #4

NT
0.920 1.235 0.778 1.144
±0.285 ±0.134 ±0.146 ±0.256

T
0.591 0.829 0.863 0.605
±0.180 ±0.095 ±0.423 ±0.111

NT−T
NT

(%) -35.8 -32.9 +11.0 -47.2

Table 1: Global cumulative variance

One can see that the gestures performed while listening
to the transformed sounds 1, 2 and 4 are less varying than
the ones associated to non-transformed sounds. The means
are significantly distinct (according to a t-test with α level
set to .01). However, there is no significant difference in
variability between gestures associated to non-transformed
and transformed sound 3 (that is screwing a bottle cap). Ac-
tually, sound 3 (referring to sound 8 in figure 3) was the less
contrasted from the set of selected transformed sounds: the
median of confidence rate for non-transformed sound 3 was
2.5 while the median of confidence rate for its transformed
version was 1.5. A greater gesture variability for causal
sounds than non-causal sounds could be interpreted as fol-
lows. When participants identify the sound as its cause,
each participant has their own manner to represent the
cause. Otherwise, when participants identify the sound by

its acoustic characteristics, each participant has a common
reference to gesturally represent the sound.

6. CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to better understand the di-
chotomy that can exist in gestural environmental sound em-
bodiment. We establish a methodology based on two envi-
ronmental sound corpuses (non-causal and causal sounds)
used as stimuli for candidates. They had to associate a ges-
ture for each sound from one corpus and verbalized their ac-
tion during an interview. Results show that verbal descrip-
tion of the causal sounds are consistent and they comment
their gestures as mimicking the cause whereas verbalization
for non-causal sounds do not show a particular consensus
in the sound identification. Interestingly, quantitative anal-
ysis on gesture data shows that gesture variability is lower
for non-causal sounds than for causal sounds. A first in-
terpretation is that people are consistent in the identifica-
tion of action but the gestural representation of action is
highly subjective (because some of these actions are com-
monly used in the everyday life). On the contrary, when
the mental image of the sound cause is confused, the ref-
erence becomes the sound itself that is common to all the
participants.

Prospective works will go further in the analysis of the
terminology and gesture analysis as well as comparing ges-
ture data to sound data. Another short-term perspective
is the analysis of a second phase (not described in this pa-
per) that consists in gestures performed on concatenation
of the sounds taken from the two corpuses of causal and
non-causal sounds presented in this paper.
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